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Title word cross-reference

#define [2516].
+ [529], 2 [2308, 754], 3
[2466, 2488, 1691, 2068]. < [2319]. = [529].
> [2319]. omega [2224, 2226]. ~ [2461]. F
[2105]. k [1064, 189, 2392, 2094]. kb [520]. \lambda
[1612]. M^3 [1805]. N [1941].
* [518, 1784]. *how [1734].

-anonymity [520]. -calculi [1612]. -Calling
[1064]. -CFA [189]. -D [1691].
-dimensionals [754]. -ing [2105]. -LSM
[2094]. -native [2308]. -safety [2392].
-version [1941].

11 [768, 1926, 2709, 2671, 2710, 1268, 2584,
2150, 2836]. '16 [2339]. 1ML [2105].
2 [2932, 1854, 1218, 1242]. 2.0 [2523]. 2002
[1230, 1229, 1228]. 2003 [1231]. 2010
[1675, 1210]. 256 [1995]. 2nd [2591].
2nd-class [2591]. 2ndStrike [447, 824].
360 [375].

64-bit [2194, 231].

A-DRM [2047]. AASH [214]. abandon
[274]. abduction [752]. abductive
[870, 1428]. ABFT [1331]. ABI [424].
abolishing [121]. abort [1689]. Abortable
[2837]. Abortable-locking [2837]. abortive
approaches [2184].

[2076]. Cache-Oblivious
[2865, 2870, 2076, 2752]. cache-partitioned
[970]. Cache-related [1582], caches
[112, 1582, 233, 202, 2617, 478, 111].
Caching [2829, 2083, 1084, 849, 921, 2698].
CACM [1225]. Caffe [2846]. Caisson [491].
CakeML [1493, 2533]. Calculating [1399].
calculator [2532]. calculi
[1612, 2227, 2725]. Calculus [1881, 1861,
2530, 2531, 984, 1479, 2534, 2111, 1114, 1727,
117, 857, 2685, 529, 1731, 2218, 250, 1172].
Call [2854, 2600, 1793, 1194, 2273, 838].
Callbacks [1839]. Calling
[1064, 370, 2932, 526, 1406, 1793]. calls
[2579]. calm [2755]. camlp4 [623]. can
[940, 649, 1127, 291, 2125, 2172, 1848].
canary [2399]. cannot [396]. Canonicity
[754]. Cantor [2718]. Cap [2358].
capabilities [2593]. Capability
[206, 1897, 2782]. capability-based [2782].
capable [2041]. capacity [1451]. capo
[678]. capture [2523]. captured [1353].
capturing [1442]. card [865].
Cardinalities [2428]. cardinality [1506].
cards [919]. care [1190]. Carlo [2637].
carte [1118]. Cartesian [2392]. Case
[1977, 1880, 2486, 2819, 2815, 1900, 432, 809,
2927, 271, 440, 817, 1583, 778, 499, 57, 322,
883, 800, 2068, 1665, 2175]. cases [612].
CASM [1580]. CASPAR [2375]. Casper
[2273]. Cast [1535]. CASTLE [2096]. casts
category [631]. cats [1602]. Causal
[2768, 2723]. Causality
[2450, 2355, 1477, 1997, 2603]. causally
[2250]. 'Cause [2251, 519]. causes
[2069, 505]. causing [1679]. CaVa [2940].
CC [501]. CDNs [2815]. CDSChecker
[1410]. Cedian [682]. CEGAR [501].
ceiling [364]. Celebrating [2028]. Cell
[143]. Cell-based [143]. Cells [2349].
center [1600, 82]. centered [978]. centers
[83]. centrality [1319, 2749]. centralization
[1907]. centre [1840]. centric
[2516, 1824, 2544, 963, 2780, 1295, 283, 196].
century [1675, 1210]. certification [773].
Certified
[2128, 1879, 2025, 2250, 261, 773, 2285].
CETS [224]. CFA [2680, 189]. CFL [1290].
CFL-reachability [1290]. CCRAs [98].
chain [2637, 2607]. chains [270]. Chair
[1220, 1564, 1570, 1219, 1563]. Challenges
[902, 2912, 2361, 114, 853, 904, 708, 326, 124].
Change [1919, 2516, 2927, 428, 805, 1157,
681, 1314, 2127]. change-centric [2516].
change-proneness [2927]. changes
[1612, 2538]. channel [2732, 1240].
channel-based [2732]. channels
[2654, 2607, 999, 863]. Chapar [2250].
Chaperones [1069]. characterisations
[2737]. Characteristic [636, 265].
Characteristics [2871, 1661, 1052].
characterizes [2559]. Characterizing
[1877, 79]. Charles [726]. cheap [94]. check
[619, 2639]. CheckCell [1780]. checker
[191]. Checking
[1139, 2325, 1883, 2329, 1752, 2485, 2357,
2836, 1046, 695, 1601, 2605, 2230, 516, 435,
812, 1590, 1485, 2139, 2187, 1228, 2276, 1065,
1997, 2141, 200, 501, 1555, 600, 38, 2383,
426, 1819, 1013, 2748, 1410, 1484, 2797, 2419,
1897, 275, 165, 245, 749, 192, 225, 852, 2572].
Checkpoint [2860, 247]. checkpointed
[545]. checkpointing [1234, 2886, 544, 1017].
checkpoints [1212]. Checks [2181, 700].
chemical [2189]. CHERI [2476]. children
[375]. Chimera [894, 1959]. Chip
Chlorophyll [1637]. choice [2017]. choices
[2251]. Choreographies [1849].
choreography [742]. CIL [317]. circuit
[455, 832, 804]. circuits [2007, 2739].
circular [1384, 303]. citizens [2420]. CLAP
[1264]. clarified [2179]. Clarifying [768].
clearly [1037]. Class
[1432, 2906, 2611, 1606, 1091, 2121, 2624, 51,
2892, 270, 2591, 2420, 2105, 2299, 2214, 355,
681, 1060, 606, 321, 1982]. classes
classic [1717]. classical [2738, 407, 239].
Classification [2327, 1661, 2925].
classification-based [1661]. Classifying [51].
Classless [2507]. clauses [519]. Clean [338].
clauses [338]. clever [1583].
cleanliness [1079]. CloP [2309].
closed [1532]. closed [279].
closures [2235]. Closer [1532].
Cloudlets [442, 819]. CloudNet [548].
Clouds [2825, 2472, 1928, 2805, 550, 549].
CloudSeer [2354]. Clover [1968]. clue [519].
clues [75]. Clumping [2681]. cluster [1237, 1696].
clustered [289, 1321]. Cluster [2457, 1585].
clustering-based [1585]. Clusters [2846, 2351, 2047, 2042, 960, 930, 2777, 443, 820].
CMD [1661]. Co [2332, 2846, 2486, 2907, 2187, 1587, 2591, 289, 1232].
co- (2591). co-contextual [2187].
Co-Design [2332, 2486, 2907, 1587].
co-designed [1232]. Co-designing [2846].
co-located [289], coaching [1024].
coalesced [1321]. coalescing [1581].
Coalgebraic [1858, 2276]. coalgebras [2111].
Coarray [1682]. Coarse [3, 2743, 480, 1147, 672].
coarse-grain [672]. Coarse-grained [3, 480, 1147].
collections [1412, 156, 2412, 1019, 2182, 2521].
Collective [968, 143, 963, 927, 2095].
Collector [1964, 223, 856, 1231, 2193, 1082, 710, 1455, 1454, 709, 618, 2560].
collectors [1192]. Colli [1082]. color [1367]. coloring [590, 2091, 138].
Combining [1445, 1482, 2564, 2328, 2845, 2090, 2258, 252, 533, 1056, 2762, 1397, 947, 470, 406, 989, 922, 2792].
Coming [2697]. COMMA [1669]. commercial [1392].
CommGuard [1939]. commit [565, 2788]. commitment [2026, 697].
Committee [1568, 1224]. Commodity [2374, 2330, 2831, 1757, 431, 808, 913, 848, 2029, 919].
Common [1870, 1848, 1334]. communicate [1024].
Communicating [1849, 574]. Communication [2320, 926, 1949, 963, 1939, 143, 949, 2097, 910, 2098, 131, 494, 152, 2789, 927, 1691, 2134, 284, 569, 2132].
Communication-centric [963].
Communications [2870, 470, 2095].
communicators [575, 968]. Commutative [2863, 482]. Commutativity
homomorphism [633], Homotopical [1742], Homotopy [1385, 2528], Homotopy-Initial [1835], Honu [1171], Hoopl [345], HOP [774], hope [332], hopefully [1468], Hopjs [2542], horizontal [1985], Host [2448, 1760, 1649], Host-Accelerator [2448], hosted [779], hosts [1304], hot [526], HotDrink [1166], HOTL [1201], HotSpot [2880], HoTSQL [2664], HotWave [184], Howard [239], HPC [2827, 2878], HPL [593, 2860], HSPT [2044], HTM [2615, 2886, 1216, 2859], HTML5 [2138], human [1051, 322], human-based [1051], hungry [2809], HW [1587, 42, 1232, 1634], HW/SW [1587, 1232, 1634], HW/SW-synthesis [1634], Hybrid [2615, 809, 2812, 1289, 2783, 1922, 2041, 557, 1957, 662, 1623, 2358, 471, 875, 930, 894, 849, 1719, 152, 2222, 2887, 1788, 2091, 2197, 1242, 432], Hygiene [1867], Hygienic [2108, 1891], Hylomorphisms [1874, 2529], Hypercollecting [2741], HyperMAMBO [2830], HyperMAMBO-X64 [2830], Hyperstream [1136], Hypervisor [2799, 2055, 2814, 2805, 2804, 1657, 543, 215, 1672], Hypervisor-as-a-Service [2805], hypervisors [214], HythTM [2864], I/O [1657, 1105, 1033, 896, 892, 2323, 1942, 343, 2041, 1802, 2829], i3QL [1775], Iago [1194], ICFP [1229], IncBricks [2519], inclusion [301, 933], inclusion-based [301, 933], incomplete [2604], inconsistencies [286], Inconsistent [2357], Increased [2368], increasing [81], Incremental [1963, 2867, 2592, 2180, 1929, 426, 634, 2519, 665, 2538, 2581, 2187, 2143, 1613, 525, 310, 577, 229], incrementalization [880], incrementalizing [1612], Indentation [1830, 1143], Indentation-sensitive [1830, 1143], independent [512, 1799, 2291, 403], Index [2855, 706], index-aware [706], Indexed [2555, 1109, 366, 760, 1298, 1089], indexes
Intermediate [2342, 2850, 2534, 403, 762].
Intermittent [2360, 2607, 2035, 443, 820].
internal [2096, 2784]. Internally [940].
Internet [1152]. interoperability [2551, 2289]. interoparable [1682].
interpolants [39]. interpolation [1145].
interpreter [2224, 774, 1663, 1686].
interpreters [2726, 2169, 1915, 2317, 2184, 1287, 321, 1154, 1792]. Interprocedural [1875, 2464, 873, 2167, 1623].
interrupt-driven [364]. interruptible [2417].
interrupt-driven [364]. interruptible [2417].
Interrupt [2040, 364, 2376]. interruptible [364].
Intersection [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930]. interval [2773].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930]. interval [2773].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
interval [2773]. Interval [2725, 983, 2133, 2556, 2930].
Keep [2755, 1746, 2125]. Kernel
[2367, 1931, 1972, 2812, 2344, 2073, 450, 827, 1673, 469, 1293].
Kernel-based [2367].
Kernels [953, 1021, 2417, 1437, 635, 928, 887, 2018, 1769, 1206, 954].
Key [2857, 1808, 2250]. key-value [2250].
keynote [2920, 2221, 2222, 2297, 2505, 1263, 2879, 2678, 2223, 2677].
KickStarter [2453].
Kill [2487]. Kind [646, 1386]. kinds [1061].
knobs [444, 821]. knot [918]. Know [2478, 2057, 1887, 700]. Knowledge [2878, 1086, 142]. known [1887]. Kodu [375].
KRASH [147]. Kremlin [521, 588].
Kripke [366, 367, 732, 638]. Krivine [1750].
KVM [2799]. KVM-based [2799].
LAB [1440]. labelled [1516]. labs [1474].
LaCasa [2593]. Lambda [1861, 2531, 984, 2218, 2539, 2111, 1114, 1727].
land [1655]. Landin [1143].
language [2124, 2377, 2299, 438, 815, 303, 2501, 266, 1599, 199, 2402, 694, 1647, 1789, 289, 32, 2674, 182, 734, 2703, 2572, 2398, 2175].
Language-based [863].
Language-independent [512, 2291].
language-integrated [1398, 1775].
language-level [1056]. Languages [2818, 1862, 493, 2852, 669, 2307, 1143, 2935, 234, 2610, 1010, 1110, 1371, 1542, 1412, 1612, 1026, 775, 2735, 256, 2614, 2113, 1170, 1543, 2396, 2181, 843, 1749, 350, 394, 1887, 691, 736, 54, 778, 1760, 2283, 962, 302, 1536, 2510, 55, 1120, 408, 2287, 193, 261, 745, 1127, 874, 993, 1690, 2600, 2419, 744, 2310, 2267, 1263, 989, 1909, 1116, 2582, 1890, 1388, 246, 1649, 618, 2223, 1155, 718, 1232, 2938, 777].
LAPACK [137]. Large [2867, 2043, 2464, 2163, 2303, 1561, 1740, 1808, 552, 1994, 1618, 902, 1906, 2082, 547, 954, 685, 144, 1360].
Large-Scale [2867, 2464, 1618, 1906, 2082, 685, 144].
Larus [1424]. Last [2478, 2411, 2920, 172].
Late [1774]. Latency [1929, 2328, 2322, 1440, 780, 2756, 2755, 1237].
Lattice [2276, 528]. Lattice-theoretic [2276]. lattices [2401]. law [63].
Layout-sensitive [1100]. layouts [694].
laziness [1507, 2137]. Lazy [244, 133, 765, 987, 2396, 996, 2085].
LDX [2355]. leadfoot [2192]. LeakChaser [505].
leaks [1381, 227, 505]. lean [2182, 1040].
learn [1024]. learned [2391]. learner [1135].
Learning [2846, 2260, 2471, 359, 1943, 2722, 2170, 2279, 2876, 2135, 2526, 2073, 1138, 1438, 1113, 2404, 1023, 903, 2246, 2940, 2387, 2421].
Lem [1736]. length [1238].
letrec [1727]. Level [2466, 1861, 467, 953, 1056, 354, 2077, 2837, 174, 502, 568, 2638].
loops
Low-overhead [86].
Lolliproc [388, 627, 2010, 1523, 437, 814, 1825, 693, 2420].
Mainstream [237].
Mainstream [297] not maintainability [2927].
Maintaining [1471, 83, 786].
Makalu [2420].
Making [388, 627, 2010, 1523, 437, 814, 1825, 693, 2420].
Mallacc [2439].
malloc [2194].
malware [922].
Man [2873].
Managed [2819, 2352, 2810, 2876, 1756, 1278, 211, 2165, 2377, 289, 2508].
Managed-Language [2352].
manager [1098, 1476, 905].
Managers [328, 536, 2592, 1177, 298, 443, 820].
Manifest [1846, 1847, 30, 2716].
manifesting [447, 824].
Manipulating [1843, 530, 19, 23].
manipulation [2411, 1635, 1641].
manipulations [2393].
manual [2645, 1320].
Many [1929, 2845, 2870, 1987, 1592, 1434, 1304, 1308, 2712, 1717, 708, 147, 1291, 1356, 196, 1075].
Many-Core [2870, 1987, 1592, 1434, 1717, 708, 196, 1075].
many-task [1356].
Many/Multi [2845].
Many/Multi-core [2845].
Manycore [2334].
Manycores [2332, 845].
Map [2857].
MAPA [2869].
MapReduce [1944, 1803, 712, 2410].
maps [2120].
mark [1080, 1455].
mark&sweep [701].
mark-compact [1455].
Market [2321, 1659, 2258].
Market-Based [2321].
market-driven [1659].
market-scale
30

Mother [1874]. motion [490]. Movement [2855]. moving [618]. MPI
[2079, 2846, 159, 959, 2870, 1719, 152, 2797, 2095, 596, 1682, 2827]. MPI-based [596].
MPI-interoperable [1682]. MPI/SMPSs [152]. MPSoC [2570, 104]. MPSoCs [152].
MPSoC [2570, 104]. MPSoCs [152]. MrCrypt [1418]. MRU [705].
multi-language [637, 2288, 2289].
Multi-level [2837, 1347, 2077, 847, 1025, 1674, 474].
multi-purpose [67]. multi-server [586].
Multi-stage [207, 1260, 2921, 2309, 2923, 197].
multi-staged [363]. multi-tenant [2719].
multi-threaded [1423, 383, 134, 69, 2095, 1031, 540].
multi-versioning [1794]. multi-way [2312, 1901].
MultiCore [2375, 703, 2851, 901, 2841, 2321, 2322, 2163, 1341, 456, 833, 521, 470, 978, 459, 836, 702, 2387, 1031, 1178, 2560, 1183, 1476, 905, 1248, 76, 2573, 74]. multicore-scalable [2163].
Multicores [2455, 568, 1993, 846, 1192, 169].
Multiple [740, 2467, 2345, 695, 1815, 2202, 1424, 2497, 327, 650, 585, 550, 1707, 362, 1713, 1985, 511, 228, 305].
multiple-failure [650]. multiplication [2061, 1912, 68, 41, 1261, 2785, 522]. multiply [127].
multiprocessor [1658, 70].
multiprocessors [92, 466, 105, 497]. multirole [391]. multi-split [2754].
MultiStar [305]. Multitasking [1959, 2473].
multivariate [385]. Multiverse [1433]. MuscalietJS [1662].
Mushy [2361]. music [2901, 2902].
musical [614]. must [5, 274].
Mutable [2852, 1257, 464, 1183]. mutants [2936].
multiplayer [146].
musical [614]. must [5, 274].
Myrmics [1076].
n [671, 1216]. n-way [671]. name [2888, 2918].
Nameless [628]. Names [1466, 2180, 2283, 2888, 255]. NAND [1244, 113].
nanopass [1392]. nanoscale [64]. Narrow [2848, 481, 505]. narrowing [1285].
Native [2308, 2458, 660, 691, 1896, 309]. Native- [2308].
Natural [1791, 1641, 1272, 2926].
navigating [1790]. NCAS [592].
NDetermin [975]. NDSeq [516]. near [2062]. near-complete [2062].
Nearly [1925]. Need [2444]. needs [1898].
negotiation [2930]. negative [621]. neglect [332]. neighbours [1746].
Neon [212]. nesC [1574]. nesT [1557]. nestable [689].
Nest [2838, 1003, 746, 1931, 39, 2456, 2827, 1323, 2615, 2667, 1683, 1435]. nesting [123].
NetBSD [1823]. NetCore [1723]. NetKAT [1488, 2414, 1858, 2129]. nets [1750].
Network [2659, 1880, 2488, 2469, 2468, 2491, 2041, 2465, 1932, 2804, 2900, 625, 959, 1294, 2000, 2413, 745, 105, 2229, 134, 104].
network-on-chip [105], networked [1574].
networks [1488, 1626, 1033, 1557, 2415, 744, 2718, 2719, 2743, 2402, 474, 2574].
Neural [2488, 2465, 2743, 2402, 2574].
neuromorphic [440, 817]. Neurosurgeon [2479]. newcomer [1734]. newer [1309].
Newtonian [2272]. Next [2372, 2807, 114, 1818, 2101, 437, 814, 2297].
Next-Generation [2372, 437, 814, 2297].
NFA [1139, 935]. NG2C [2880].
non-blocking [1703, 937]. non-BSP [2791].
non-cache-coherent [1812].
non-coalesced [1321]. non-contiguous [1710]. non-determinism [1487, 1174].
Non-Deterministic [2356]. non-fixed [1292]. non-functional [2525].
non-interfering [1739]. Non-intrusive [1240]. non-Java [287]. non-linearizable [2583]. non-minimal [927].
non-monotonic [1285, 62]. non-moving [618]. Non-Preemptive [2368, 2438].
non-termination [2027]. Non-Volatile [2337, 1920, 1918, 2616, 1776, 437, 814, 2576].
Non-Zero [2838]. nondeterminism [400, 29, 1271, 1214, 1436].
nondeterministic [516, 975, 869, 2245]. none [856]. Noninterference [2110, 1402].
nonnegative [2751]. nonstandard [1531, 1136]. NOrec [121, 432, 809, 1922].
normal [2706, 2132]. normalisation [994]. normalization [2224]. NoSQL [1110].
NP [1683]. NRE [2472]. Null [698, 2625].
NUMA [1330, 2451, 2077, 2837, 1204, 946, 2786, 1964, 1697, 702, 2078, 2787, 2489, 2074, 2792, 2827].
NUMA-aware [1330, 2786, 2787, 2074, 2792]. NumaGiC [1964].
nursery [223]. nursery-based [223]. NV [437, 814].
NV-Heaps [437, 814]. NVM [2886].
NVRAM [2347]. nvTCAM [2575].
NVWAL [2347].
Object-Bounded [1965].
object-constraint [2181].
Object-oriented [1151, 2303, 2610, 2932, 1900, 26, 1916, 778, 189, 1413, 2198, 199, 352, 2092, 644, 2022, 196, 931].
object-sensitive [1624]. object-sensitivity [358]. Objective [1538].
Objective-Smalltalk [1538].
Objects [1883, 1535, 153, 437, 814, 2614, 995, 1149, 1282, 282, 2252, 1899, 296, 2609, 1414, 2583, 376]. Oblivious [2865, 1925, 2870, 1924, 2843, 2752, 1057, 65, 2076].
observable [907]. observations [1104, 269, 1734]. OCaml [623, 2704].
Occurrence [2408]. occurrences [621].
OCET [1442]. odd [1101]. Ode [2894].
offloading [2083, 1077, 1028]. offs [2050].
SmartCheck [1821]. Smartphones [1930]. SMAT [1261]. SML# [1735]. SMO [2262].
SMT-based [2572, 2136]. Smten [1761]. Snapshots [2056, 937]. Sneaking [1000].
Software-Based [2372]. Software-Defined [1952, 1626, 2415]. software-only [2151].
solving [1496, 2752, 2181, 2204, 2233]. sorts [2541]. SOS [642]. Sound [1878, 2458, 1497, 1514, 2399, 758, 872, 1601, 1511, 1191, 2143, 1631, 1268, 1823, 2930, 2902, 2257, 1458].
soundly [1432]. Soundness [1871, 2726, 1391, 2613, 2733]. Source [2334, 2293, 1163, 1545, 90, 286, 2781].
Space-Efficient [1846, 1794, 544]. space-leaks [227]. Space-Time [2875].
SpaceJMP [2345]. Spaces [2345, 1863, 2456, 1504, 1076, 2940].
Sparsity-Aware [2471]. spartan [1760]. spatial [1295, 1637, 2386]. SPC [1298].
SPC-indexed [1298]. Speakers [2339].
Specialization [1614, 1913, 1685, 1912, 1536, 1207, 1902, 971, 872]. Specialized [2369, 1557, 220, 916]. Specializing [1901].
Specification [1876, 2281, 1168, 1486, 1501, 378, 1050, 302, 2027, 2676, 1558, 2572].
specification-driven [1168].
Speculation [1973, 2845, 1961, 1187, 938, 70, 1193, 66, 1433, 2501, 1320].
speculation-friendly [938]. Speculative [957, 859, 885, 1053, 69, 228, 910, 1238, 958, 1799, 167, 672, 655, 168, 577, 151, 490].
speculatively [481]. speed [2642, 130, 106, 203, 1407, 935, 1831].
Speeding [2587, 671]. speedup [670].
SpiceC [565]. spill [1581]. spinlocks [1315].
Spiral [1556]. SPIRE [1298]. SPIRIT [2793]. SPL [1283]. splicing [1035].
Splittable [1469, 1777]. splitting [244, 133].
SPMD [314, 569]. SpMV [2785, 582, 1684].
Vectorisation [102x551]. Vectorization [2800]. Vector-based [2876].

Vectorisation [1090, 1004]. Vectorization [2854, 2160, 2434, 886, 160, 2173, 1364, 2568, 2029, 2130].


verification-validation [2524]. Verified [1851, 2435, 2338, 356, 2418, 10, 981, 1362, 2740, 2553, 2669, 9, 2551, 1990, 1294, 1600, 1493, 1471, 1022, 21, 2116, 336, 1020, 360, 1293, 1427, 2533, 173, 8, 2179, 762, 1492].


Videos [2462]. view [253, 1804, 2131, 904]. views [1466, 969, 1775, 603, 1125].


Virtual [2803, 1795, 692, 2806, 2056, 2345, 2823, 1658, 2049, 2807, 2802, 678, 2821, 2185, 2044, 2824, 553, 2829, 2831, 2163, 2499, 779, 1304, 538, 910, 1656, 1312, 1302, 1664, 546, 906, 2940, 2498, 218, 2291, 544, 2911, 2777, 1698, 2509, 1306, 1672, 547, 1649, 1655, 541, 905, 548, 213, 1314, 1305].
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